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1157 Singleton Rd, Laughtondale

Rare As Hens Teeth - Waterfront Living On 4 Acres, Sydney
Side Of Hawkesbury River!

3 2 7

An extremely rare opportunity to acquire a 4 acre picturesque waterfront

Price

SOLD

land parcel with deep water frontage to a stunning stretch of the

Property Type

residential

Hawkesbury River. With no ferries to cross, this property is located on the

Property ID

568

Sydney side of the river in Singleton Road, approximately 12km’s from

Land Area

1.64 ha

Wisemans Ferry Village.
The setting is private and peaceful with limitless potential and with its
northerly aspect, is blessed with the perfect amount of sunshine throughout

Agent Details
Rhys Coles - 0406704040

the day. The slightly sloping land is mostly arable, clear some trees and the

Office Details

river and mountain views become even more spectacular or create an open

Wisemans Ferry

space for the kids to enjoy motorbike riding or just running around in the

Shop 11, 5557 Old Northern Road

fresh air. With direct access to the river, endless water sports can be

Wisemans Ferry NSW 2775 Australia

enjoyed. Fish from the pontoon, launch the boat or kayak from the concrete

0245664660

boat ramp or just take a private dip in the river.
The original solid brick single level home built in the 1980’s has good bones
and
is ready to be transformed. The spacious flowing layout will pleasantly
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large
kitchen, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, heating & cooling, shed/workshop
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
& lean-to, you can move in now and live comfortably whilst you plan your

